
 
 
 

 

Food service in general and gourmet dining in particular, has seen major re-definition in the post pandemic 
world. While the pandemic accelerated the pace of digital adoption in the sector, the industry was already 
in the process of digitizing its entire value chain from preparation to consumption even before the pandemic 
disrupted operations. 

Coming out of unprecedented losses and unseen levels of closures, the gourmet food service sector faced 
challenges far beyond overheads and low foot falls. Consumers, within the confines of their homes, were 
able to decode the culinary secrets reserved for gourmet chefs. Post the initial supply disruptions, 
omnichannel consumption retail ensured that consumers get access to gourmet raw materials and the 
internet assured enough know how and tricks of the trade for consumers to experience gourmet from the 
comfort of their homes. As experts have mentioned in the beginning of this year, the biggest threat to Food 
Service sector is not overheads or rising competition but Retail access by the consumers who believe they 
can create a restaurant like gourmet experience at home.  

Owing to this evolution, the gourmet food industry needs to shed the exclusive tag and adapt to inclusive 
positioning to stay relevant and profitable in the coming years and decades. Digital avenues and 
interventions will play a key role in this shift and move beyond the e-menus and online ordering. While the 
entire gourmet food value chain offers multiple opportunities for digital interventions, certain key touch 
points that need to be adopted on priority include: 

1. 3D Printed Food Preparation: Utilizing fluid dynamics and pour extrusion methodologies, 3D printed 
foods are able to achieve intricate designs and textures which are hard to achieve through traditional 
kitchen techniques. Chefs all across the world are exploring the utilization of 3D printing in creation of 
uniquely textured and designed desserts as the current printing technology suits ready to consume 
food ingredients such as Chocolate and Sugar. However, research projects are active globally in 
culinary institutes and at 3D printer manufacturers to create an inbuilt cooking mechanism. Heat and 
Eat ingredients such as pancake batter and soups have already started showing promising results in 
initial trials. 3D printing can also enable custom made preparation of extrusion friendly foods such as 
soy proteins and grain based preparations which are in line with the global trends of alternative proteins 
and health & wellness. 

2. Augmented & Virtual Reality (AR and VR) enabled Ordering: While virtual menus have become the 
norm, consumer needs of visual representation and appeal are best suited in a more immersive 
experience. Utilizing AR and VR enabled ordering platforms, gourmet outlets can explain the 
gastronomical details regarding the food preparation to the guests. The final dish’s visual appearance, 
method of preparation, portion size and more can be effectively communicated to guests in both in-
person dining and delivery options. Scientifically, food consumption involves multiple sensorial cross 
functions to achieve the desired gastronomical satiety. Similar approach can be taken for Wine Tastings 
wherein guests can experience the activities of a vineyard from the comfort of their homes and/or their 
restaurant of choice.  

3. Big Data driven Demand Mapping: Big data has already transformed food delivery and cloud kitchens 
as food service outlets are able to create and anticipate demand based on past order preferences of 
consumers. This technology has made further inroads into mainstream operations as the definition of 
“regular order” can now be mapped along with occasions, time of the day, dietary preferences and 
more. Gourmet outlets investing in Big Data can not only serve their current consumer base better but 
also acquire new customers through insights driven by word of mouth, social media feedback and 
loyalty programmes. When coupled with technologies such as facial recognition and personalized 
notifications on the go, entire consumer circles can be introduced to the services of an outlet by 
segregating and segmenting perceptions, preferences and expectations. As an advantage, big data 
can also track portion size, ingredient preferences and consumption occasions to enable better menu 
design and minimize potential food wastage. 
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It is fairly evident to any industry insider that gourmet dining needs to evolve beyond just the gastronomy 
and to become an experience-based model than a simple food service business. While food preparation 
remains a key factor for consumer retention, experience design around the consumption needs to be 
considered equally crucial. Designing your services keeping in mind the potential clientele is important now 
more than ever as guests are contemplating the value of services as critically as value of tangible offerings. 
Creating a customizable experience with multiple touch points is crucial for re-capturing the exclusive spot 
associated with gourmet dining by design.  
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